


































This study examines Émile Zola’s literary depictions in connection with the visual arts through an 
exploration of the history of 19th century paintings and the reception and development of photography. 
After a thorough reading of Zola’s novels, artistic critiques, and letters, we conducted an inquiry that 
considers themes such as Japonisme paintings, the artistic pursuits of impressionists, and the works of 
painters under the influence of academism to expose the particularities of Zola’s depictions in his Les 
Rougon-Macquart series.  
 
For our research, we visited French museums and their affiliated libraries during summer recesses of 
2010 and 2011 in order to examine the paintings, photography, and literature that would become the 
subject of our discussion. During the academic year, we collected materials relevant to our research from 
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